the Hauptmanns added the good things of Germany, such The repasts they had, such food and such wine! Alas, I was not Olympian in a state to do justice to their fare, but I could listen to Ger- Haupt-hart as he talked; he had not always ready expression for mann what he wanted to say, and my German was not equal to complex words and ideas; but we raised our glasses to one another every few minutes—liekr Will) lieler Gerhart—l but putting my lips to the glass, he drinking deep of the rich, golden Rhine wine. So we sat late, a bridge of talk and wine thrown twixt dinner and supper, a second feast which the Germans, solid drinkers and mighty trenchermen, could enjoy, but which rny then feeble health would not allow me to join, My then feeble health! Lately Edward Halliday, who, on his way to Rome, looked after me as far as Rapallo, told me of the careful directions my doctor had given him in case I died on the way!
Hauptmann had now become Goethe-like, an Olympian figure, and when he strode down, in loud patterned plus-fours, from his villa into the town, hatless, his hair blown back from his high forehead, with his wife Marguerite, slender and elegant, by his side, he always commanded attention. Oddly enough, they and the Beerbohms had never met, although Florence had since her childhood revered Hauptmann. When they did meet, though Max spoke no German and Hauptmann no English, each recognized the genius of the other, and they became firm friends. Max, too, capacious of wine, could sit with Hauptmann at the board, while Florence translated the German poet's rich flow of talk, Max responding with gentle cooings and glowing looks. Hauptmann wrote warmly of his pleasure in this new friendship: Kloster aufHiddensee.
July list, 1926. Dear friend Rothenstein,1
The older one becomes, the less there remains in the sieve with which one sifts the sand. But the gold which remains only becomes the more valuable. When annoyed and de-
1 The original letter is in German.
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